
 

 

  Values-Powered Living 

Family I B A 

Friends I B A 

Parenting I B A 

Intimate Relationships I B A 

Spirituality I B A 

Health I B A 

Education I B A 

Community I B A 

Recreation I B A 

Work I B A 



 

 

Instructions 

1. Look at the different areas of living on the diagram. 

2. Begin with the box labeled “I” that stands for importance.  Think about how important this area is in your life 
right now, and write your rating in that box using the following scale: 0 = not very important to 10 = very 
important.  You may have the same ratings for different areas of living (for example Family = 10 and Friends 
= 10) so don’t rank order them.   

3. Go to the box labeled “B” that stands for behavior.  Keep in mind that sometimes you might do more or less 
in any of these living areas given the available time you have in any given day, week, month, or year.  Think 
about how much you have been doing on average in each area of living over the past six months, and write 
your rating in that box using the following scale: 0 = not doing very much to 10 = doing a lot.  You may have 
the same ratings for different areas of living so don’t rank order them. 

4. Do the following subtraction problem for each area of living and write your answer in the box labeled “A” 
that stands for answer: value I (importance) – value B (behavior) = value A (answer).  Then circle either the 
plus symbol for a positive answer, the minus symbol for a negative answer, or circle neither if the answer 
equals zero.  Do not think about a positive answer as being something good or a negative answer as being 
something bad.  Your answers, for now, only relate to the math you are doing.  We will review later what the 
plus and minus symbols mean.  Here are some examples. 

10 (i value for Family) – 5 (b value for Family) = +5 7 (i value for Work) – 10 (b value for Work) = –3 
10 (i value for Friends) – 10 (b value for Friends) = 0 

Number Meanings 

Now that you filled in the boxes, look at your importance ratings.  Here are some ways to understand and gain 
clarity about your numbers. 

• High importance ratings indicate what is clearly important to you, and what has brought you pleasant 
experiences over-and-over again. 

• Low importance ratings indicate (i) having unpleasant experiences more often than not in this area of 
living, (ii) having little to no contact with this area of living as a source of pleasant experiences, or (iii) 
neither liking nor disliking this area of living and just doing things in the service of others whom matter to 
you. 

Look at your answers in the “A” boxes.  Here are some ways to understand and use those numbers to make 
decisions about living more fully according to what’s important to you.   

• Low numbers indicate you are putting about as much effort into this area of living as you value it.  
• High numbers indicate 

− high importance and low behavior (or a positive answer) is an area of living to increase your 
behaviors, the plus symbol stands for add, or 

− low importance and high behavior (or a negative answer) is an area of living to decrease 
behaviors because there is a good chance of burnout, resentment, greater distress, or a growing 
sense of meaninglessness over time. 

It is important to remember when looking at your numbers that you are an historical being and bring with you a 
rich history of behaviors to every life moment.  To complete this exercise, you went into your experience to 
generate the numbers.  The meanings of your numbers are greatly influenced by how you came to value each area 
of living.  That is, the importance ratings, which you may come to change over time. 
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